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THE B3

DIFFERENCE
At B3 we know that choosing the right bat can be 
the difference between an average or exceptional 
season.  That’s why when you buy one of our bats, 
you’ll enjoy its broad sweet spot, comfortable and 
balanced feel and powerful punch to the ball. 

A BAT FOR EVERY PLAYER
Pick from a superb choice of bat shapes, grains and 
handles that emphasise and enhance your innings 
whatever your batting style. 

THE FINEST ENGLISH WILLOW
We only use the top grades of the world’s finest, 
genuine English willow from J.S. Wrights, giving you 
the raw material for a great bat. 

YOUR BAT, YOUR WAY
Choose from a wide range of personalisation 
options including stickers and grips ranging from 
the understated through to the positively vibrant – 
all reflecting your taste and personality.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
If you aren’t 100% satisfied with your bat, we’ll make 
you a new one or give you your money back. 

MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN
Your bat will be hand-crafted in our own factory 
in Nottingham using only the very best materials 
to give you uncompromising performance and 
exceptional results.

TRADITION AND PRECISION 
IN HARMONY
We combine centuries old craftsmanship with 
the most advanced manufacturing processes 
anywhere in the world giving you a precision bat 
matched to your exact specification. 

BY CRICKETERS, FOR CRICKETERS
When you deal with B3, you deal with real cricket 
people. Everyone at B3 has played the game and 
cares passionately about providing you with the 
very best cricketing equipment so you can be at the 
top of your game.

Jack 
Blatherwick
Lancashire CCC 
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OUR WILLOW

The

SERIES RANGE
Our brand-new Series range consists of 8 beautiful 
bats shapes: Tempo, Imperium, Maverick, Signum, 
Pulse, Sublime, Volt, Solum!

These impressive willows are based upon feedback 
from hundreds of customers and some of the 
games top professionals to provide you with a bat 
that will boost your confidence and maximise your 
run scoring potential!

Every Series bat can be fine-tuned for you in terms 
of grade of willow, weight, and balance. You can 
even personalise your bat with a wide range of 
sticker and grip options.

Over the next few pages, we explain the attributes of 
each Series cricket bat so you can decide which is 
best suited to your game. Prices start from just £240. 

Need Advice?
If you would like to talk to one of our cricket bat 
experts to discuss your requirements in more depth, 
then we offer our Bat Chat service. You can book a 
free call at a time  that suits you by emailing us at 
teamb3@b3cricket.com. 
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GRADING EXPLAINEDOUR WILLOW

B3 bats are made from the highest 
quality English willow sourced 
from the world’s top willow 
merchants, J.S. Wright & Sons.
We only take their top grades and do not use anything less.  
This ensures that your bat has the highest quality finish and 
performance to give you the best batting experience at the 
crease.

Below we explain the differences in willow grades. 

Elite LE*
LE stands for Limited Edition and 
represents some of the rarest and 
finest (top 1%) of the any English willow 
available. An LE blade will have 6 or 
more good, straight, and even grains 
with zero or very minor blemishes in 
the playing area and no more than 1 
inch of colour on one edge.

Please note: As the name suggests, 
Limited Edition willow is subject to 
availability.

Elite Plus
Our Elite Plus bats are made from the 
finest Grade 1 English willow which 
comes from the top 10% of genuine 
cricket bat willow. 

A Elite Plus blade will have 6 or more 
predominantly straight grains and 
have minimum blemishes. It may also 
contain up to 1.75 inches of colour on 
one edge.

Each Elite Plus is “Ping Tested” by 
our expert bat makers, for optimum 
performance.

Elite
Our Elite bats are made from the 
highest quality Grade 2 English willow, 
which comes from the top 10% to 20% of 
genuine English willow.

A Elite blade will have 6 or more grains, 
but these may not be perfectly straight. 
The blade may also contain some 
blemishes, but these won’t affect the 
performance of the bat.

Our Elite bats are all “Ping Tested” for 
optimum performance, perform superbly 
and represent fantastic value for money 
for the discerning cricketer!

Excel
The Excel bats are made from Grade 3 
English willow. Each bat will contain at 
least 5 grains but may not be straight 
in every case and will usually contain 
more cosmetic blemishes than 
the higher grades. However, these 
are all completely natural and only 
affect the bats appearance and not 
performance.
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The Tempo has the highest middle in our Series 
Range and is perfect for players who prefer a lighter 
feel in their bat. The ‘mid-high’ middle is backed up 
by mild concaving which means the Tempo can 
be supplied at weights as low as 2’7” in a full-sized 
short handle bat or 2’6” in an Academy size. This bat 
is ideal for young players making their way into a 
full-sized blade for the first time because of the light 
pick up and superb balance. However, the Tempo 
still provides plenty of power with its generous spine 
and big edges! 

SERIES RANGE

Excluding VAT

Excel Grade 3 £266.67
Elite Grade 2 £325.00
Elite Plus Grade 1 £408.33
Elite LE Limited Edition £541.67

SERIES RANGE - TEMPO

For more information on our 
bat grading please click here

SERIES RANGE
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Excluding VAT

Excel Grade 3 £266.67
Elite Grade 2 £325.00
Elite Plus Grade 1 £408.33
Elite LE Limited Edition £541.67

SERIES RANGE - IMPERIUM

For more information on our 
bat grading please click here

Imperium is the Latin word for power, and the 
Imperium certainly packs a punch! Originally 
designed with the southern hemisphere cricketer 
in mind, the Imperium has proved a big success 
around the world. Like the Tempo this bat has a 
mid-high middle position but a with a fuller profile. 
This results in a bat which delivers plenty power 
throughout the blade but has a lighter pick up than 
you would expect.

SERIES RANGE
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The Maverick As the name suggests the Maverick 
goes against the grain with its slightly shorter blade 
and longer handle*. The concept has its roots 
amongst the professional cricketers who liked the 
feel, balance and manoeuvrability this combination 
provided. With a full profile, big edges and moderate 
duck bill, the Maverick provides a real sense of power 
as you take guard and look down your bat!

*The Maverick can also be made with a normal 
blade and handle length.

SERIES RANGE
SERIES RANGE

SERIES RANGE - MAVERICK

For more information on our 
bat grading please click here

Excluding VAT

Excel Grade 3 £266.67
Elite Grade 2 £325.00
Elite Plus Grade 1 £408.33
Elite LE Limited Edition £541.67
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The Signum is the most recent addition to the Series 
Range and was inspired by requests from several 
top pro players for a meaty, full profile bat. The 
Signum ticks all the boxes and is huge throughout 
with no concaving. Special emphasis has also gone 
into a strong shoulder and toe to help withstand the 
forces of the modern game. Contrary to popular 
believe, most pro players use a bat which weighs in 
between 2’10” and 2’13” which means the Signum is 
a perfect fit.

S I G N U M
SERIES RANGE

SERIES RANGE - SIGNUM

For more information on our 
bat grading please click here

Excluding VAT

Excel Grade 3 £266.67
Elite Grade 2 £325.00
Elite Plus Grade 1 £408.33
Elite LE Limited Edition £541.67
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SERIES RANGE

The PULSE is the perfect blend of power and pickup 
with its full profile proving to be a real hit with 
players from all over the globe!

The new PULSE shape has been designed to provide 
batsman with the ‘umph’ to get the ball to the fence 
but also a stunning pick up. With its mid to low 
swell and full profile this would be perfect for stroke 
makers across the world.

SERIES RANGE

SERIES RANGE - PULSE

For more information on our 
bat grading please click here

Excluding VAT

Excel Grade 3 £266.67
Elite Grade 2 £325.00
Elite Plus Grade 1 £408.33
Elite LE Limited Edition £541.67
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SERIES RANGE

The name of this bat says it all. This bats appearance, 
pickup, balance, and performance is just ‘sublime’ in 
every way! Standing at the crease and looking down 
the curves of this bat will inspire you and fill you with 
confidence. With generous edges, mid to low middle 
the Sublime is perfect for the lower slower wickets and 
predominantly front foot player who loves to punch and 
drive the ball. Don’t be fooled, the Sublime proves you 
can still have a mid-low middle within a light bat that 
picks up beautifully. We achieve this with our unique, 
precision engineered, bat making process which 
enables balanced weight distribution which results in a 
powerful bat from weights as low as 2 pounds 8 ounces.

SERIES RANGE - SUBLIME

For more information on our 
bat grading please click here

Excluding VAT

Excel Grade 3 £266.67
Elite Grade 2 £325.00
Elite Plus Grade 1 £408.33
Elite LE Limited Edition £541.67
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SERIES RANGE

With is large sweetspot and beautiful duckbill, 
the Volt was derived from making some specific 
bats for top Asian pro players. With a full profile, 
huge middle, and superb lines – you can’t help 
but be filled with confidence at the crease! Like 
the Sublime, the Volt is perfect for players who like 
a low feel and like to dominate bowlers with their 
powerful drives and punches. Having said that, the 
Volt picks up much better than its dead weight and 
therefore, in the right hands, you can also pull and 
cut boundaries for fun!

V O LT
SERIES RANGE

SERIES RANGE - VOLT

For more information on our 
bat grading please click here

Excluding VAT

Excel Grade 3 £266.67
Elite Grade 2 £325.00
Elite Plus Grade 1 £408.33
Elite LE Limited Edition £541.67
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The Solum is our lowest middle bat and is based 
upon the favoured shape of the Little Master himself. 
If you like a bat with a low middle and pick up, this is 
the bat for you. If you play on lower bouncing wickets 
and like to dominate with your punches and drives, 
the Solum is going to prove to be your best friend!

SERIES RANGE

SERIES RANGE - SOLUM

For more information on our 
bat grading please click here

Excluding VAT

Excel Grade 3 £266.67
Elite Grade 2 £325.00
Elite Plus Grade 1 £408.33
Elite LE Limited Edition £541.67
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BATTING
LEG PROTECTIONJUNIOR RANGE

Junior Bats (size 1 to Harrow)
Junior players place different demands on a bat 
relating to their size and strength.  Nonetheless, 
they want a bat which gives great performance no 
matter where they bat in the order. Here at B3, we 
work with parents and coaches to ensure we get 
this right for the individual player and maximise their 
potential. 

Our Tempo, Sublime & Volt shapes are perfect for 
younger players because they offer a great pick up 
and generous middle zones which provides value 
for shots. This prevents young players from trying 
to ‘over hit’ the ball which can be detrimental to 
technique.

For size 6 and over we can also supply our Custom 
options. If you’re unsure then its best to book a 
Bat Chat with one of bat experts to discuss all the 
options and find the perfect fit!

Need Advice?
You can book a free call at a time  that suits you by 
emailing us at teamb3@b3cricket.com

SERIES RANGE - JUNIOR

For more information on our 
bat grading please click here

Excluding VAT

Excel Series JR 1-5 £162.50
Elite Series JR 1-5 £212.50
Elite Plus Series JR 6-H £195.83
Elite LE Series JR 6-H £245.83
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Excluding VAT

Elite Plus LA/A/SA £104.17

Excluding VAT

Elite Y/J/SJ £62.50

Excluding VAT

Elite A/Y/J £45.83

BATTING
LEG PROTECTION

ELITE PLUS BATTING PADS ELITE BATTING PADS COMBI THIGH GUARD

Elite Plus Batting Pads - 
Adult 
A fusion of classic design and modern 
materials; these pads provide Test level 
comfort, protection and durability for 
players at all levels of the game

• Traditional 7 cane shin section with 
matching top hat

• Super soft lightweight PU leather effect 
facing

• Suede instep and internal top hat which 
gives unrivalled feel and abrasion 
resistance

• Lean back top hat which helps the pad 
mould to the thigh

• Solid knee locator giving great knee 
protection

• Three section knee and vertical internal 
bolsters

Elite Batting Pads – 
Junior
Using premium materials and 
innovative design we have created 
lightweight, slim fitting pads that offer 
unrivalled protection

• Traditional 7 cane shin section with 
matching top hat

• Mesh instep gives unrivalled feel and 
abrasion resistance

• Lean back top hat which helps the pad 
mould to the thigh

• Solid knee locator giving great knee 
protection

• Three section knee and vertical internal 
bolsters with ample protection to face 
90+ mph bowling

• Two 2” straps (Calf & ankle) and one 1” strap 
(Behind & knee)

Combi Thigh Guard
The B3 Cricket Combi Thigh Guard is 
design to offer first class protection 
without compromising on comfort. 
Made from the highest quality 
materials you’ll hardly know you’ve got 
it on!

• Outer and Inner Thigh Guards
• Quality PU Plastozote Padding and Covering
• Towelling Rear for Comfort
• Available in Adult, Youth and Junior

SIZE CHART (MM)

M
easurem

ent

SIZE SIZE

Large Adult 460

Adult 430

Small Adult 400

Youth 400

Junior 380

Small Junior 360
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WICKET
KEEPING

A classically designed glove with what we like to call 
‘sausage fingers’. Provide a high level of protection 
and a comfortable feel for the discerning batsman.

Getting the right hand protection is an essential for 
the modern batsman and can be the difference 
between minor bruise and a season-ending injury 
from the same delivery.

A more modern design with added flexibility due to 
the split link finger sections. A professional level of 
protection is provided by the high-density foam making 
this a popular glove for the contemporary player.

The perfect glove for the younger player. Using 
premium materials and innovative design we have 
created a glove with unrivaled protection and 
comfort for younger players to learn the game in.

ELITE PLUS TRADITIONAL GLOVE ELITE PLUS FOAM GLOVE ELITE FOAM GLOVE

SIZE SIZE

Large Adult 220

Adult 210

Small Adult 190

Youth 180

Junior 170

Small Junior 150

SIZE CHART (mm)

M
easurem

ent

BATTING
GLOVES

Excluding VAT

Elite Plus LA/A/SA £70.83

Excluding VAT

Elite Plus LA/A/SA £70.83

Excluding VAT

Elite Y/J/SJ £45.83
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A soft leather which gives an instant flexible feel, mid 
length cuff, foam wristband gives protection to the 
vulnerable wrist area. T Web conforming to Law 40.2. 
Additional Knuckle and Finger protection to give 
additional wear.

Another comfortable, padded layer of protection for 
Wicketkeepers to wear underneath their gloves.

Super soft leather which gives an instant flexible feel. 
No ‘wearing in’ necessary. T Web conforming to Law 
40.2. Additional Knuckle and Finger protection to give 
additional wear.

Traditional design with cross link foam protection. 
Three section vertical internal bolsters with ample 
protection for those awkward deliveries/throws that 
bounce just in front of the keeper.

ELITE WICKET KEEPING GLOVEWICKET KEEPING INNERS

ELITE PLUS WICKET KEEPING GLOVES WICKET KEEPING PADS

WICKET
KEEPING

SIZE GLOVES PADS

Large Adult 220 -

Adult 210 365

Youth 200 350

Junior 190 335

SIZE CHART (mm)

M
easurem

ent

M
easurem

ent

Excluding VAT

Elite LA/A/SA/Y/J £58.33

Excluding VAT

Elite A/Y/J £58.33

Excluding VAT

Elite Plus A/Y/J £16.67

Excluding VAT

Elite Plus LA/A/Y £79.17
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Approx sizes - H950mm x W500mm x D300mm

D145 WHEELIE DUFFLE BLACK EDITION

BAGS &
LUGGAGE

You can also personalise the Big bag with your 
initials and also print a club crest. Approx sizes - 
L920mm x W400mm x D380mm

Rigid duffle bag. 
Approx sizes - H800mm x W300mm x D300mm

Made from the same hard wearing fabric as the 
other B3 bags – this is really becoming an essential 
piece of luggage for any cricketer.

The Duffle Bag has ruck sack style straps for ease of 
carrying. With two internal bat bags / Valuables pocket

W175 LARGE WHEELIE BAG

D080 DUFFLE

HOLDALL BAG

D120 DUFFLE BAG

BESPOKE BATSCUSTOM &

Excluding VAT

D145 £82.50

Excluding VAT

D080 £50.00

Excluding VAT

W175 £70.83

Excluding VAT

D120 £33.33

Excluding VAT

Holdall £29.17
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BESPOKE BATSCUSTOM &

Looking for something 
different?
If the bat shapes within our Series range 
aren’t quite what you are looking for 
then we offer our Custom and Bespoke 
options. Let us explain...

The Custom Configurator
If you fancy building your bat from 
scratch, then you will love our Custom 
Bat Configurator.

This unique tool enables our customers 
to go into precise detail about every 
aspect of their cricket bat. Don’t worry its 
simple to use you can even email your 
design or share it with your cricket pals 
on social media, before you buy.

Luis Reece
Derbyshire CCC
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CRICKET BAT

Our Bespoke Service
Until now, only the world’s top 
professionals were able to design their 
cricket bats personally with an expert 
bat maker. At B3 we bring that same ‘pro 
experience’ to every cricketer with our 
Bespoke Service which enables you to 
visit our factory and design your perfect 
bat from scratch.

Don’t worry if you can’t visit, there’s no 
need to get on a plane to Nottingham 
(although we’d love to see you).  We 
can work with you using tools like Zoom 
and Skype to cover off every detail 
ensuring your bespoke B3 bat meets 
your exacting standards and design…. 
wherever you are in the world.

Graham Clark
Durham County 
Cricket Club 
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Getting the right size of bat is vital for 
all batsman, especially young player. A 
common mistake is getting a bat that is 
either too long or too heavy for the stage 
of the players growth and development. 
Getting it wrong can hinder good 
technique.

This bat sizing guide will help you to 
identify the correct size of bat based 
upon the players height. If you need 
further help or want us to talk to the 
players’ coach, then book a factory visit 
or Bat Chat via the link below.

Need Advice?
If you would like to talk to one of our 
cricket bat experts to discuss your 
requirements in more depth, then we 
offer our Bat Chat service. You can book 
a free call at a time  that suits you by 
emailing us at teamb3@b3cricket.com.
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We Would Love to Show You 
What We Do!
Here at B3 Cricket we are proud of what we do and 
love to show customers around the factory and 
explain our unique manufacturing process.

However, for those who can’t yet make it to 
Nottingham, we’ve produced the following videos 
with legendary cricket commentator, David ‘Bumble’ 
Lloyd:

Visit and Subscribe to Our 
YouTube Channel
There is lots more on our YouTube channel 
including loads of FREE cricket coaching video’s by 
professional top level coaches.

You might also find these 
‘Bitesize B3’ videos interesting:

BUMBLE DOES THE B3 
FACTORY TOUR!

BUMBLE COMPARES CRICKET 
BAT WITH GOLF CLUBS!

Luis Reece
Derbyshire CCC 

BITESIZE B3: (39 Seconds) 
GROWN IN ENGLAND, MADE IN ENGLAND

BITESIZE B3: (35 Seconds) 
THE FACTORY

BITESIZE B3: (35 Seconds) 
PRESSED FOR PING

BITESIZE B3: (39 Seconds) 
SHOWROOM

BITESIZE B3: (23 Seconds) 
BY CRICKETERS FOR CRICKETERS

Contact Details
Telephone: +44 (0)115 977 0198

Email:  teamb3@b3cricket.com

Find us:  Mancor House, Bolsover St,  
 Hucknall, Nottingham, NG15 7TZ
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https://www.tiktok.com/@b3cricket
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